To prepare the aspiration syringe, begin with the plunger in the depressed position. Turn the stopcock to the closed position and pull the plunger back until it is locked into place.

Retract the needle completely within the sheath by locking the safety ring at the “0” needle extension reference mark.

With needle retracted, advance the device into the endoscope and attach the handle to the accessory channel by rotating the device.

To adjust length, loosen the thumbscrew on the sliding sheath adjuster and slide until the preferred length is attained, then tighten.
### Step 5
Loosen the safety ring and position at desired needle advancement reference mark and lock in place. The number in the safety ring window indicates extension of the needle in cm’s.

### Step 6
Advance needle into the lesion.

Ultrasound image courtesy of Sergey Kantsevoy, MD, Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland.

### Step 7
Remove the stylet.

### Step 8
Attach aspiration syringe and open stopcock to begin aspiration. Needle can be moved back and forth to facilitate specimen collection.

### Step 9
When collection is complete, move stopcock to closed position and retract needle completely. Lock safety ring at the “0” reference mark. Disconnect device from endoscope and remove.

Refer to current instructions for detailed system use.
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